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OCF Secure IP Device Framework FAQ











What is the OCF Secure IP Device Framework?
Expand



The OCF Secure IP Framework is an IoT framework for device discovery, on-boarding and application-layer security, for device-to-device and device-to-cloud connectivity. It can be used with any application layer, using your own data models. The OCF Secure IP Framework is published as a ISO/IEC standard, there is a compliant open source stack and a comprehensive certification program in place.







Why is OCF promoting the OCF Secure IP Device Framework?
Expand



OCF is promoting the OCF Secure IP Framework as a unique secure framework, many IoT projects fail to the lack of security.

The OCF Secure IP Framework is designed with best of security in mind.







What is an OCF Secure domain?
Expand



The OCF secure domain is a set of OCF devices that can securely talk to each other.

For example: all devices have credentials configured in such way that the communication between the devices are secure. In proximal networks the secure links are based on IETF DTLS. Getting on the secure domain is done via the onboarding tool (OBT). Multiple secure domains can exist on the same network.







What are ACLs?
Expand



Although all devices in the secure domain can establish secure communication, not all devices should be able to talk to each other. Hence Access Control List are an integral part of the OCF security principles, it allows configuration of access the OCF Servers by the OCF Clients. This is done per Resource & operations that are possible on the resources.







Does the onboarding tool need internet access?
Expand



The current set of onboarding mechanism do not require internet access.

However, the proving of identity (checking the device PKI certificate) of the device to be onboarded might require internet access in the future.







What is CRUDN?
Expand



CRUDN stands for Create, Read, Update, Delete, Notify operations.

By having this abstraction layer in the specifications, these operations are agnostic defined from the actual used HTTP or CoAP protocol.







How is CRUDN implemented in OCF?
Expand



At this moment the OCF Secure IP Framework is using CoAP, since that can be seen as an optimal technology for IoT. CoAP is using binary (e.g. more compact as HTTP) and can send confirmable (reliable) and non-confirmable message (send and forget). Also, CoAP has Observe which can be used for notifications. Observe is similar as an HTTP long poll that can be used to send updates to the client.







What is OCF Discovery?
Expand



OCF discovery is used to discover which other OCF devices are on the network. OCF Discovery is on the device to list which resource (functionality) is being exposed by the device. These 2 distinct functions are integrated by the OCF Secure IP Device Framework: detecting the devices on the network, the devices will respond with all the implemented functionalities.







Does OCF have internal addressing?
Expand



No, OCF is using IPV6 addressing. All the devices have a unique device identifier though, so that can be used in code to reference a specific device instance.







Is OCF built from scratch?
Expand



The OCF specs are created on a few principles: do not reinvent new technology, use existing tech as much as possible. Hence OCF integrated lots of IETF related specifications: CBOR, CoAP, DTLS etc. The OCF specs creates from the referenced technologies overarching architecture, e.g. defines how to use the individual technologies as a full-fledged IoT architecture.







Is the OCF Secure IP Device Framework rest-full?
Expand



Yes, the OCF Secure IP Device Framework components are created in a rest full manor on top of CoAP. Any integration on top of TCP/UDP can be used.

The application layer though can be non-rest full for example it can work with SOAP.







What application methodology will be the best to be used on top of the OCF Secure IP Framework?
Expand



The OCF Secure IP Device Framework is created with UDP/CoAP using JSON defined payloads encoded in CBOR. There is a lot of experience and examples using this approach. However, HTTP or UDP/TCP layers as integration section can be used as well.







Can the OCF Secure IP Device Framework be used on IPV4?
Expand



Yes, the OCF Secure IP Device Framework is working on IPv4. The specification mandates IPV6 for interoperability and specifies that IPV4 can be optionally supported.

























Open Connectivity Foundation Announces Winners of the Annual Outstanding Contributor Awards

Posted on: June 18, 2018
Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) honors member companies and other exemplary individuals contributing to its mission of ensuring secure interoperability for consumers, businesses and industries

BEAVERTON, OR – June 18, 2018 – The Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF), a leading Internet of Things (IoT) standards body, today announced the winners of its annual Outstanding Contributor Awards. These awards highlight OCF’s member companies as well as individuals who have made exemplary contributions to OCF and its work toward advancing IoT standardization…. [Read More]
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About the OCF Developer Program

The OCF Developer Program consists of:

	Getting started with IoTivity - including overviews on IoTivity and IoTivity Lite, security concepts in OCF, and more
	Developer Training Information - additional training information on how to “get started” with IoTivity.
	Development Resources and Solutions - information on available platforms and services, such as the Raspberry Pi 3 Board













Getting Started with IoTivity Lite
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For detailed information on how to get started with IoTivity Lite, please visit this page: https://iotivity.org/getting-started

Instructions on how to build, run, generate OCF server code, and interact with sample applications for OCF servers are outlined in the getting started guide.
















Developer Training









The OCF Developer Training will show you how to set up an IoTivity development environment on a Raspberry Pi 3 board via the Getting Started Guide. The OCF Developer Kit includes a Raspberry Pi 3 board and additional hardware to get you started with IoT development using IoTivity APIs and interacting with sensor/actuator devices.

OCF Developer Training Instruction:

	General OCF introduction:
	OCF Architecture Introduction
	Security Introduction
	IoTivity Lite Overview



	Development:
	Tutorial on the toolchain - how to generate code
	Overview of the generated code



	Additional tools:
	Onboarding Tool and Generic Client (OTGC)
	OCF Certification Overview
	Automated development for cross-platform Internet of Things
	Get started with IoTivity





To watch OCF experts presenting the above materials, please click here to go to the OCF YouTube page.

OCF Developer Training Slides in Mandarin:

	Automated Development for Cross-Platform Internet of Things (跨平台的物联网络的自动化开发过程)
	Beijing University Posts and Telecommunications Presentation (物联网标准发展及OCF开源应用研究)
	SURE Presentation to OCF




[bookmark: rpdk]










Development Resources and Solutions (alphabetical by name)









Building blocks for developers building OCF devices and services:












AAEON UP^2 Board
Expand
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	Single Board Computer UP (UP Squared) board with Apollo Lake Intel Celeron Dual Core N3350 up to 2.4GHz, on board 4GB DDR4, 32GB eMMC

Part Number: UPS-APLC2-A10-0432
	Applications:

	Gaming, Media, and Entertainment
	Industrial Automation
	RealSense, Drones and Robotics





	Digital Signage
	Home Automation
	Intelligent Vending
	Internet of Things





	Specs:

	Manufacturer: AAEON
	Product Category: Single Board Computers
	RoHS:  Details
	Series: UPS-APLC2
	Processor Brand: Intel
	Processor Type: Intel Celeron N3350
	Frequency: 2.4 GHz
	Memory Size: 4 GB





	Interface Type: Ethernet, HDMI, UART, USB
	Operating Supply Voltage: 5 V
	Dimensions: 90 mm x 85.6 mm
	Memory Type: LPDDR4
	Brand: AAEON UP
	Core: Intel Celeron N3350
	Processor Series: N3350
	Product Type: Single Board Computers





	Buy Now
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	UP^2 Board Power Supply

Part number: 490-SWM30-5-NV-P5

Wall Mount AC Adapters 20W 5V 4A USA Vert 2.1 plug
	Buy Now








Beechwoods Software Services
Expand
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	Beechwoods Software has an international development team that is experienced in all aspects of embedded design including but not limited to, software architecture, implementation, system integration, continuous testing and maintenance. Beechwoods is a recognized leader in IoT interoperability with deep-domain knowledge of resource-constrained environments. The team is highly skilled at taking products to market on-time and to specification and has designed solutions for various applications, like: Smart Home, Health and Wellness, Hospitality and even some industrial verticals.
Beechwoods collaborates closely with technology and industry partners and is well-versed in various IoT gateway, hub and endpoint device architectures having developed on many of the leading microprocessor platforms, such as: AMD, Intel, Samsung, Silicon Labs, STMicroelectronics and others. Beechwoods is a Platinum Member of OCF, actively contributing to the standard, the IoTivity open source project and chairing a number of the working groups. To learn more about Beechwoods, our team and capabilities, please visit https://www.beechwoods.com/services/.

	For immediate support and assistance, please contact the following:
Michael Daulerio/ Vice President, Marketing & Business Development

Beechwoods Software Inc.

[email protected]

Herve Jourdain/ Vice President and General Manager, Taiwan

Beechwoods Software, Taiwan Branch Operation

[email protected]









Cascoda’s OCF-over-Thread platform
Expand
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	Cascoda is an award-winning fabless semiconductor company supplying low-power semiconductor radio devices for the Internet of Things (IoT), based on patented technology. Its mission is to solve the fundamental problems in IoT in order for this technology to become ubiquitous. At its core, Cascoda has invented a technology that delivers the combined benefits of an increase in range and a reduction in power consumption.
Cascoda’s 2.4GHz IEEE802.15.4 SMARTRange™ devices have the world’s best performance:

1. Highest receive sensitivity at -105dBm

2. Highest receive efficiency with 14mA at -105dBm receive sensitivity

3. Highest transmit efficiency with 19mA at +9dBm transmit power

Cascoda pioneered the development of OCF-over-Thread. The OCF-certified platform is based on an open-source software development kit (SDK) and comprises the first ever module to offer OCF’s secure IP framework and application layer, and Thread’s low-power and scalable IPv6-based network layer protocol; the required Thread IP router; and OCF cloud connectivity functionality.

The unique combination of platform features, including a root of trust (RoT), cryptographic acceleration and hardware tamper protection features, combined with the unparalleled security features of OCF and Thread, have enabled it to gain both European and UK IoT security attestation through the IASME ‘IoT Security Assured scheme’. This aligns with OCF’s mission by enabling secure end-to-end IoT deployments that encompass device-to-device, device-to-cloud, and cloud-to-cloud without the privacy concerns of consumer-driven cloud-connected systems. This development supports another key aim of OCF, which is to drive demand-side energy efficiencies in commercial building automation systems (BAS) and smart city infrastructure through migration to secure IP solutions.

To learn more about Cascoda’s OCF-over-Thread solution, visit:  https://www.cascoda.com/solutions/ocf-over-thread/.

	
Buy Now










DeJiāVU
Expand
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	Beechwoods Software "DeJiāVU" is a SmartHome control software for Set-top Boxes, Gateways and TVs. DeJiāVU seamlessly manages the ecosystem of IoT devices and appliances around the connected home directly from your TV screen. It integrates Location Services and Rules Engine software modules for a fully automated, easily configurable and flexible solution.
DeJiāVU runs on Android-based and Embedded Linux platforms and is portable to various System-on-Chip (SoC) silicon offerings. The software supports OCF, AllJoyn, UPnP, BLE and WiFi and has been pre-integrated with a number of industry leading devices and can be customized to work with proprietary protocols. Below is a brief listing of DeJiāVU features:

	Easy to control with a few clicks on a Standard Remote Control - one key switch between TV/ STB and DeJiāVU’s grid mode
	Distributed Rules Engine to enable automation (even if several TVs or STBs in the home)
	Notifications pop-up at the bottom of the TV screen even when watching a show and not already in DeJiāVU



	Beechwoods development team offers customization, system integration and support and maintenance services. Please send a request to [email protected] for more information.
	DeJiāVU Brochure








Raspberry Pi Developer Kit
Expand
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	Materials Needed to build your own Developer Kit:
	A Raspberry Pi 3 ($35)
	A Pimoroni Explorer Hat Pro board ($25)
	A micro USB power supply ($7)
	A micro SD card (8 GB is about $8)
	An Ethernet cable to connect to the Internet (about $3)
	A USB keyboard and mouse
	A monitor and HDMI cable


The parts can be purchased separately, or you can follow the link below to purchase a pre-assembled, pre-configured kit.

	Buy Pre-assembled Kit Here
	Step by Step Instructions for How to Install IoTivity

















If you have an OCF compatible solution, developer kit, or service that you would like to list here, please contact [email protected] to submit your request for consideration.



Disclaimer of Non-endorsement: This page contains links to other sites which the Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) provides for informational and convenience purposes only. OCF does not control or monitor these sites, nor does their inclusion mean that OCF recommends or endorses these sites, the organizations or companies that run the sites or anything contained within the sites. OCF in no manner endorses, sponsors, recommends, certifies or approves these open source providers and/or their products or offerings.



























OCF Offers New Educational Resources

Posted on: November 24, 2020
OCF Offers New Educational Resources

With an increasing number of people confined to their homes, the year 2020 has shed light on the utmost importance of simple, secure IoT technology. This year, OCF has made numerous updates to its specifications, with a common goal to make IoT manufacturers’ product development both cost-effective and uncomplicated, and the end-user’s experience seamless and secure.

These updates include the release of the OCF Universal Cloud Interface (UCI), IoT security baseline mapping and the new Simple Secure Multicast (SSM) feature. To help OCF members and the industry better understand these technological advancements, OCF experts have developed educational white papers on each topic. These white papers offer deep dives and unique insights into how and why these advancements have been made. Below we provide an overview of the new topical white papers now available for download:

… [Read More]


Filed Under: Blog 
Why the Industry Needs OCF UCI

Posted on: February 14, 2020
The Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud computing often go hand in hand as the IoT generates massive amounts of data and the cloud offers an effective way for end-users to store it. But while the cloud creates ease of use for end-users, issues remain with today’s cloud landscape that need to be solved.

Today’s Cloud Landscape

One of the largest issues the cloud ecosystem faces is a lack of interoperability among cloud vendors. Cloud interoperability allows the seamless deployment and migration of application workloads across hardware and software resources from multiple cloud providers or vendors. While the cloud works to streamline and automate data storage, these benefits are hindered by poor interoperability in today’s fragmented IoT ecosystem. Lack of company collaboration and industry partnerships results in vendor lock-in, which can lead to a negative end-user experience…. [Read More]
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